
 

 
Top 5 Mistakes to Avoid When Hiring Movers 
 
Avoid these common mistakes to ensure a worry-free move. 
 
Greetings, 
 
Proper preparation prevents poor MOVES. Here are some mistakes that you want 
to avoid when preparing for your move. 
 

Top 5 Mistakes to Avoid When Hiring Movers 
 
1. Not Getting an Estimate in Writing 
 
No matter how big or small your move, you should always get an estimate from 
movers in writing. Whether it is in person or sent to you through email, always 
have it in writing. Make sure that it clearly states the cost for your move as well 
as all the services included for that price and just as important all the services 

that are NOT included in that price. 
 
2. Not Giving the Movers a Complete Inventory of what you are Moving 
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For a moving company to give you an accurate quote they will need an inventory 
of items that you will be moving along with additional services you may need. 
With modern technology, movers can take your inventory over the phone and 
enter it into estimating software or they can send someone to your home for a 
visual estimate. Either way, make sure that they know about everything that you 
are moving so they can give you an accurate price. 
 
3. Choosing the Least Expensive Mover 
 
Shopping for service is much different than shopping for a product. When 

shopping for the same product (cars, clothes, electronics etc.) it is easy to 
compare prices at different stores. But when shopping for a service like movers, 
it is not apples to apples. The level of training and professionalism varies across 
different levels of companies which is one of the most important things to 
remember when comparing the price of movers. Choosing the least expensive 
mover could end up costing you much more than you anticipated, sometimes 

with hidden fees and others with extensive damage to your belongings. Always 
pick a company that you feel comfortable with, not necessarily the lowest price. 
Follow your gut and save yourself an unneeded headache. 
 
4. Not Asking about Extra Charges you might be Charged. 
 

Unfortunately, some moving companies will not tell you about certain charges 
unless you ask (which of course is a red flag). You should ask if your estimate 
includes fuel, travel time, insurance, stairs and/or elevators and packing of your 
boxes if needed. All these items SHOULD be listed on your estimate that is in 
writing but if they are not be sure to ask about them. 
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5. Not Paying a Deposit for your Move. 
 
You should never pay for your move upfront or pay a large deposit, BUT a small 
deposit to secure you a moving crew and truck is always a smart move. When a 
mover takes a deposit, they will usually secure a moving crew and truck for you 
and anyone else that booked a move and paid a deposit. This will help the 
moving company properly schedule their trucks and avoid ‘overbooking”. 
Companies that don’t take deposits usually book more moves for a day then they 
can handle knowing that some may cancel. This method causes them to 
“overbook” frequently which could leave you hanging on moving day without a 

mover. Always secure your mover with a small deposit. 
 
Click Here for https://smartpricemoving.com/16-moving-day-tips/ 
Did you forget anything for your move? Use our helpful moving checklist to 
ensure that you haven't left anything behind during your move. Checklists like 
ours are a great way to keep organized. Keep your moving checklist handy and 

in a secure place so that it doesn't get misplaced while packing. 
 
 
 
SCHEDULE NOW  
NJ/NY/PA  

Call 862- 253-4436  
 Click Here http://www.smartpricemoving.com/ 
Smart Price Moving is a licensed and insured family-owned business, serving the 
NJ and metropolitan area 
 
We have earned a reputation as a premiere moving and Logistics company, 

committed to providing the highest quality of customer service. Smart Price 
Moving specializes in local and long distance moving, both residential and 
commercial. We also provide professional packing services, secured overnight 
and short term storage and a variety of moving supplies. 
 

https://smartpricemoving.com/16-moving-day-tips/
http://www.smartpricemoving.com/
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Whether you're moving across the street, across town or across the state, Smart 

Price Moving will be there from start to finish. We invite you to join our growing 

number of repeat and referral customers, and see why Smart Price Moving is the 

top-rated moving and Logistics company in NY/NJ/PA area. 

 


